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 "Making Death a Victory": Victimhood and Power
 in Byron's "Prometheus" and
 "The Prisoner of Chillon"

 IAN DENNIS

 But command over words was exercised in a spirit of dominion over men.

 Like Napoleon, he no more loved than he hated his kind; he was a
 determined rebel against them, who craved to subdue them-or at least

 to be an object of wonder and terror.'

 oeuvre-and were from the first perceived to stand out-for out-for
 oeuvre-and were from the first perceived to stand out-for
 their stylistic restraint and absence of overtly "Byronic" pos-

 turing. "Prometheus" and "The Prisoner of Chillon" might there-
 fore be good places to test our understanding of the vortex of
 imitative desires at whose center the celebrity-poet wrote and lived,
 and which was to generate not just literary texts but the kind of accu-

 sation his grandson levels at him in the passage quoted above. Can
 such poems-measured, dignified, humanely engaged-be said to
 participate in the same hot exchange of provocation and adulation, of
 tyrannizing contempt and swooning martyrdom that had to this point

 characterized Byron's relations with his audience? Were they too
 attempts to exercise power and dominion-"strength"-or were they,
 in any case, experienced as such?
 Both poems certainly concern responses to power, and seem to

 describe two extremes in the range of possibility: on the one hand
 resistance and fierce denial, and on the other deadened acceptance

 I. Ralph Milbanke, Astarte: A Fragment of Truth Concerning George Gordon Byron, Sixth Lord Byron

 (London: Christophers, 1921I), p. 22. There are, of course, a multitude of possible citations with which
 to illustrate Byron's relations to his audiences social, personal and literary. But this hostile account, in a

 work full of fascinating testimonies, seems particularly representative of at least one of the main ways

 people responded to him, clarified and focused as it is by the intimate and deeply interested hatred of
 an aggrieved (if posthumous) relative. Overall, there is probably no better collection of evidence of the

 Byronic obsession than this book, even as late as it is (first published in 1905).

 [ 144 1
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 Byron's "Prometheus" and "The Prisoner of Chillon" 145

 and psychological internalization. Both describe the experience of
 another's power as an imprisonment, and their indignation is colored
 by an implicit fatalism, at least on the score of our ability to act freely,

 without reference to the desires of others. The oppressor, however, is

 largely absent from both, leaving resentment generalized and turning

 the attention of the poems inward upon their respective protagonists.

 Still, how these protagonists think about their oppressors, how they
 imagine or project the motivations of those oppressors, is crucial to
 the experiences described and to the explicit and implicit lessons to
 be drawn from them.

 "Prometheus" begins with a vigorous invocation, apostrophizing the

 Titan and indignantly demanding what his "pity's recompense" has
 been. What the "immortal" Titan has done is decline to "despise" the
 sufferings of mortality, as the "gods" do. That is, despite the power
 that would have allowed him to remain indifferent, he has paid atten-

 tion to human suffering, indeed provided it with an audience. This is
 remarkable, worth poetic treatment, because it is a reversal of a very

 fundamental hierarchy. Titans, like gods, have hitherto been the object

 of human attention, models of human aspiration and resentment.
 Now, the polarities of imitation apparently switch. This act, this ver-
 itable birth of altruism, would at first seem to be a kind of iden-

 tification: Prometheus takes on human qualities and endures human
 suffering with respect to the gods, who then reward him with a
 contemptuous punishment similar to that which they previously
 inflicted on man, at the core of which has always been the model's
 indifference to its subject. But there is an important difference in the
 Titan's response to his relegation, and this difference, later in the
 poem referred to as his "precepts," is precisely what he is demon-
 strating, indeed still modeling, for man. Before his own oppressor-a
 great point is made of it-Prometheus is silent. His "agony" he
 "speaks but in loneliness" and is "jealous" even then lest the "sky"
 should hear. He will not so much as "sigh" until there is no betray-
 ing echo.

 Why? In Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound, with which Byron was
 almost obsessively familiar, the chained hero is far from silent, and

 2. Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound, trans. David Grene, ed. David Grene and Richard Lattimore, in The

 Complete Greek Tragedies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960), I, 323. Subsequent numbers are
 pages in this edition.
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 146 Keats-Shelley Journal
 indeed is urged by his allies not to "throw about such angry words"2
 for fear of enraging Zeus-a caution Prometheus disregards. But if
 rebellion against sacred power can be thought in Prometheus Bound, it

 cannot be imagined to be effective, at least in itself, and the chained
 hero's volubility is in fact an expression of his helplessness, an implicit

 testimony to the oppressor's invulnerability. "I care less than nothing

 for Zeus!" (p. 345) the Titan cries, but such noisy protestations are
 surely made for the benefit of the Chorus and the human audience,
 and are not expected to make any real impression on the oppressor.
 They betray their own futility, their speaker's helpless obeisance to the

 other. The best Prometheus can do is prophesy the downfall of Zeus
 through the impersonal mechanism of fate, and the tragedy ends with

 a static appeal to that hypothetical, once and future force: "You see

 me, how I suffer, how unjustly" (p. 35 I). But the active power, the
 "storm" that staggers the earth, as even Prometheus admits, belongs
 to the unseen oppressor, the implacable controller of all energy.

 Some two thousand years later Byron is responding to (or
 announcing) a changed situation, in which the relation to the sacred
 center is more intimate and, indeed, can be conceived of not just as
 rivalrous, but as reciprocal. In the universe of his "Prometheus" there
 is no monopoly of power; the Titan struggles directly with "the
 Thunderer," and not without success. This is the world of what Rena
 Girard calls "internal mediation," in which the nearby model who is
 also a rival and immediate obstacle must participate with the subject
 in a duel of desires, the goal of which is to make the other the sub-
 jected imitator of one's own desire. And indeed, the Prometheus
 myth does seem the prototypical account of transgression against the

 sacrally defined boundaries of desire, an ideal vehicle therefore for
 reflecting or consciously proclaiming the reduction of"external" or
 distant omnipotence to "internal" or nearby rival. It is a myth whose
 fundamental structure, that is, adapts admirably to, and indeed ap-
 pears to prophesy and validate the claims of any expansive desire and
 its concommitant experience of disempowerment and oppression. It
 narrates an open-ended history of desire in the form of tragedy, a
 combination of great persuasive power in a secularizing world.

 The desire that Byron's poem describes, and that is the virulent
 core of internal mediation, is what Girard calls "metaphysical" desire:
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 mimetic desire in which the explicit, external object has dropped out
 of the triangular structure, leaving the two subject-models face to

 face.3 Since an absence of desire for external objects can only be
 interpreted as a (triumphantly gratified) desire for oneself, real power

 lies with those who can most persuasively demonstrate indifference
 to the other, who can betray less desire. In such a situation even a sky

 god's desires will no longer automatically attract those of earth-
 dwellers. And even the indifference of the merest crawling worm
 might be able to disconcert and hollow out the power of gods, at least

 if the gods betray desire themselves through their acts of oppression.

 As the second stanza of the poem tells us, Zeus takes "pleasure" in
 creating the beings he will annihilate-it is "the ruling principle of
 Hate"-a signal weakness that leaves him vulnerable to the defiant
 refusals of his intended victims.

 One such refusal is Prometheus's "Silence" -imagined to be a
 most powerful weapon. In it, the poem tells us, is his Olympian foe's
 "Sentence," in the sense that Prometheus is refusing to reveal the
 details of his prophecy of Zeus's downfall. This refusal has its own
 kind of power, its very absence of expression apparently persuading
 the oppressor of the accuracy of that prophecy, and filling him there-

 fore with anxiety, with "evil dread." But this is also still the suffering-

 in-silence of the first stanza, and to the oppressor's knowledge of his
 future defeat is added another sentence of punishment: the immedi-
 ate emptying out of his power as a result of Prometheus's defiant
 unwillingness to acknowledge it. This brings on the Thunderer's
 "vain repentance," which is clearly linked to his treatment of
 Prometheus rather than to the impersonal workings of fate. That the
 two aspects of Promethean silence combine in triumphant rivalry
 with the oppressor is never better demonstrated than by their final
 result. By the end of the second stanza, it is Zeus who is striving, and

 unsuccessfully, to conceal his feelings, to "dissemble"-one of a
 telling sequence of symmetries, of exact reversals, that are the
 inevitable indicators of internal mediation. We are even to imag-
 ine-a highly satisfactory projection of the subject's desire upon the

 3. See Rene Girard, Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World, trans. Stephen Bann and Michael

 Metteer (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987), pp. 295ff.
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 defeated model-that the once-omnipotent hand holding the light-
 ning bolts "trembles," as his victims once trembled before him.

 As the stakes in the struggle here are also metaphysical in the
 related and more familiar philosophical sense of that word, the ability

 to resist the attraction of the other, to defy the other's power, is con-

 nected to the transcendence of spirit or mind over materiality. Two
 strikingly paradoxical phrases draw attention to the grandeur of the
 claim being made against the power of the sky-god: Prometheus,
 bound and immobile, possesses "patient energy," and repulses his
 oppressor with an "impenetrable Spirit." Energy, in fact, is only ever
 potential in Byron; once released, it is oppressive power, or dissipa-
 tion and loss.4 And spirit is here celebrated for the quality, imperme-

 ability, which is actually only of use in physical things, and is futilely
 longed for by consciousness. But the import of these expressions is
 clear: Prometheus has what his oppressor lacks, what his oppressor has

 lost in the self-betrayal of desiring hatred while oppressing him. It is

 the oppressor's spirit, the once "inexorable Heaven" whose "soul"
 has been pierced with "repentance," that is the penetrated thing, the
 trembling physical being, while it is the ostensible victim whose
 motionless body has allowed him to become invulnerable spirit,
 whose (fortunate) inability to act has enabled an apotheosis of his
 "will" and "mind." He and the sky-god have changed places.

 Prometheus's "boon" to "Man" is his promise that if we imitate his
 response, thus strengthening ourselves in our own mind, we can
 achieve, in and through our suffering mortality, a similar triumph. As
 noted, Prometheus's theft, in effect, of the Thunderer's spirituality, of

 his immaterial invulnerability, must be laid at the door of the oppres-

 sor himself, of his desire-betraying attack on the Titan. (For this to
 have been a desiring action on the Titan's part would of course have
 cost him that advantage.) The Thunderer has handed Prometheus his
 victory, clearly enough, by refusing him "the boon to die," by mak-
 ing him the "wretched gift of eternity," which the Titan has "flung
 back" in powerful irony and to the discomfiture and defeat of his

 4. Compare William D. Brewer: "Byron's apocalyptic view has to do with a constant loss of
 energy, a kind of entropy which makes each race of intelligent beings less vital and less noble than the

 race before." "The Diabolical Discourse of Byron and Shelley," Philological Quarterly, 70.1 (Winter

 1991), 47-65 (o50).
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 opponent. To mortal man, the Titan is "a symbol and a sign," and the

 poem is most original in its reconfiguring ofPrometheus's gift to us
 from the actively useful fire to the more passively inspiriting prophecy

 and model. In his immobility Prometheus permits us to see both our
 "funereal destiny" of death and suffering, and the strategy of passiv-

 ity by which to exploit it. In torture itself, with all that it demon-
 strates of the victim's irresistible attraction for the torturer, we are to

 "descry" our "own concentered recompense"-a splendid phrase,
 richly suggestive of the claims of autonomy in connectedness, and the

 rewards of a centrality defined by those who are drawn towards it.
 The Thunderer now reduced to helpless materiality, we are "tri-
 umphant" over him not when we suffer in eternity as Prometheus
 does, but when we contemptuously spurn our own materiality and
 all the promises of gratified desire it holds out. We are triumphant
 when we deliberately make the Thunderer's desire-betraying oppres-
 sion permanent and defy his implicit invitation to imitatively desire
 his own immortal freedom of action-in short, when we make

 "Death a Victory." Prometheus teaches us not to want life, and thus
 to want less than our opponent(s).

 But the poem does not ask why Prometheus does this. What of the
 relations between the Titan and humanity, for whom he is an apparently

 altruistic benefactor? Prometheus can only demonstrate how to wrest

 away centrality from the gods by doing it himself, by desiring less than
 they do, and suffering at their hands. Above all, he can only demonstrate

 the power of death through the infinitely extended suffering-
 greater, worse than that of humankind-required of him by his
 immortality. Only by making himself the model, the central and
 superior spectacle of suffering, and inviting explicit imitation, can he
 pass on the benefits of this ostensible sacrifice-but of course to do
 this is to obtain that centrality and power for himself. This is "pity's

 recompense," and indeed, there is one entirely permissible witness to
 the Titan's proudly secret anguish: the (human) reader of the poem.

 The truly defiant claim and boldest promise of "Prometheus,"
 expressed as much in the nobility of its tone as in its propositions, is that

 generosity is possible. The poem asserts that the sort of modeling that

 Prometheus offers-this "Godlike crime"-can be performed disin-
 terestedly. And as it does so, it keeps the obvious corollary figure of
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 the poet firmly in the shadows. But that very concealment, the dig-
 nity of his utterance itself, is a replication of the Promethean gesture.

 But what of "The Prisoner of Chillon," where no such victory is
 claimed? The three representative men imprisoned in "the castle of

 Chillon"--Byron's original title, suggestive of his initial focus of
 interest-in fact begin in the stance that "Prometheus" recommends.

 They are "proud of Persecution's rage" (line 2o)5 and, in resistance to
 the once again absent oppressor, "their belief with blood have seal'd"
 (line 22). The prefatory "Sonnet on Chillon" speaks, as "Prome-
 theus" did, of the spiritualizing triumph of "the chainless mind," a
 triumph the early part of the longer poem shows the Bonnivard men
 attempting to sustain, singing to each other, maintaining their emo-
 tional and psychic bond even when physically separated by the brute
 force of the oppressor's fetters and stones.

 The action of "The Prisoner of Chillon" does not match the

 heroic defiance of the "Sonnet" however, and indeed the latter poem
 would appear to have been written as a second thought, in response,
 Byron perhaps implies, to pressure from admirers of the historical
 Bonnivard.6 Certainly the "Sonnet," whatever its genesis, shares
 much with "Prometheus," while "The Prisoner" seems rather to
 invert the optimistic credo that the mind is "brightest in dungeons"
 and that "martyrdom" in some sense "conquers." The descriptions of
 the brothers trying to keep each other's spirits up slide towards the
 pathetic rather than the heroic, a descent Byron terminates with the
 unmitigated deaths of two of them. For the remaining man, the
 poem's narrator, death would be welcome, not as a defiance of
 mimetic desire, but as a desired gift, a boon: "I could have smiled to
 see / The death that would have set me free" (lines 124-25). And of
 course, as such, the logic of desire, of the relation between indifferent

 model and the desiring subject, inexorably denies him that freedom.
 The Prisoner is returned to the situation of the start of"Prometheus,"

 where the oppressor gloatingly insists on his victim's immortality.

 5. All Byron quotations are from Jerome J. McGann, ed., Lord Byron: The Complete Poetical Works, 7

 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, I980-92; Iv, 1986) and are cited by line number.
 6. For the timing of composition, see McGann, p. 449. For motivation, see Byron's final note to "The

 Prisoner." And for an ironic light on the historical victim whose reputation caused this reversal, see A.

 Van Amstel, "The True Story of the Prisoner of Chillon," The Nineteenth Century, 47 (May 19oo),
 821-29.
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 The rest of the poem describes a deepening of the prisoner's defeat,

 and explores the psychology of imprisonment, of psychic destruc-
 tion. This is intelligently and perceptively done, and the results are
 interesting; any survey of audience response must take this into
 account.' Such a quasi-scientific project, however, is far from the end

 of its undertaking.8 That it seeks to participate in a more pointed way

 in the exchange of desires it also describes is demonstrated by the
 impressive sequence of verses with which it closes. The death of his
 youngest brother has destroyed the Prisoner's capacity for feeling, has

 made him a stone among the stones (line 236), occupying an empty
 universe, a powerfully evoked pathetic fallacy of inanition, which, as
 many readers have noticed, owes something to that which confronts
 the Ancient Mariner: "A sea of stagnant idleness, / Blind, boundless,
 mute, and motionless!" (lines 249-50).

 If our description of the operation of imitative desire is accurate,
 this inability to feel, or to desire, ought in some sense to be a position
 of strength. And perhaps it would be, were the poem to end at this
 point, even without explicitly imagining an oppressor atremble, en-
 raged or abashed at his inability to evoke further response from his
 victim. But the oppressor of "The Prisoner of Chillon" is made of
 sterner stuff than the rivalrous, personified Thunderer. This prison
 has a window, and to its ledge comes a bird, a kind of darkling thrush

 before its time, caroling of hopes whereof it appears to know and the
 prisoner is unaware. The prisoner's death-like invulnerability is pen-
 etrated, and in spontaneous self-forgetfulness he feels and is aware
 again. And this, of course, is only to reawaken him to loss.

 But then by dull degrees came back

 My senses to their wonted track,

 I saw the dungeon walls and floor

 Close slowly round me as before (lines 259-62)

 7. Andrew Rutherford notes the way "The Prisoner" makes good use of Byron's "genius... for the

 actual, detailed and particular." Byron: A Critical Study (Edinburgh and London: Oliver and Boyd, 1961),

 p. 67.
 8. Compare Jerome Christensen: "The Romantic poet is after virtue, not after truth." Lord Byron's

 Strength: Romantic Writing and Commercial Society (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), p.

 xix. Our purpose generally in this article is to try to find firmer ways to relate claims of a pursuit of
 "virtue" to the exercise of "strength."
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 The bird seems to say its tantalizing "thousand things" (line 269) just
 for the prisoner, seems to beckon to him personally to remember the

 rainbow of desirable possibilities in the natural world. But the natural

 world in Byron, by contrast to that more subtle, or more displaced
 locus of desirability in the other major Romantics, is never the main
 focus for long. More quickly than in Wordsworth or in Keats is the
 subject tolled back to his "sole" self, which is to say, back into the
 realm of mediation, into the sway of the desires of others. Indeed, in

 Byron the natural scene, despite the poet's occasional protestations,
 seems to be a particularly intense site for the struggle of desire: I am

 here to be away from you, I appreciate this view, as you are incapable

 of doing. The triumphalist isolation of Manfred is linked to the
 grandeur of his Alpine setting, just as the exotic difference of various

 locales supports the alienation of the early Childe Harold. Not for
 Byron the suspect claim that by getting away from you all do I gener-

 ate from myself little nameless acts of selfless generosity in your favor.

 For the Prisoner, his avian visitor only too quickly re-establishes
 the comparative frame of mind. The bird himself is the first focus: he

 too is solitary, but "not half so desolate" as the Prisoner himself. But
 the bird seems to be here in order to love the Prisoner, to "cheer"
 him from his "dungeon's brink" (line 277). Swiftly, though, it
 becomes clear what the implications of this apparent emotional res-
 cue are. The arrival of even such frail loving-kindness awakens in the
 Prisoner's soul an intimation of "Paradise," of the immortality that
 might be embodied by the return of his dead brother's soul in such
 form-an irony quite as bitter as the promise of life in "the century's
 corpse" delivered by Hardy's tatty thrush. Such hope is of course a
 chimera, the bird flies away, and leaves the Prisoner "doubly lone,"
 which is to say, leaves him stranded on the cold hillside of remorse-
 less comparison. Suddenly he is not just the unhappiest being in the
 universe, "a single cloud upon a sunny day," but his being is an active
 negation of all that is good and desirable, even to himself:

 A frown upon the atmosphere,

 That hath no business to appear

 When skies are blue, and earth is gay. (lines 297-99)

 A man whose desires are so utterly subordinated to those of others,
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 who conceives himself to have no business even to be alive, hardly
 needs to be imprisoned, and the walls of the Castle of Chillon imme-
 diately begin to evaporate. The "keepers grew compassionate" (line

 301i), his chains are removed, preparatory to the outright release
 which shortly concludes the narrative. The whole earth is now the
 Prisoner's "wider prison" (line 323), which means, among other
 things, that he needs no personal oppressor. It is quite enough that
 the whole earth is happy-even the fish swimming in the moat are
 cruelly "joyous" (line 352)-and that the mountains, in their sublime
 autonomy, demonstrate their power simply by remaining themselves,

 "not changed like me" (line 333). What need has such self-sufficiency
 to actively oppress a nothing, a mere blot like the Prisoner?

 The result, for the Prisoner, is that he comes not to embrace death

 in defiant refusal, but to "love despair" (line 374). The lines leading
 up to this assertion subtly and brilliantly dramatize this love by show-

 ing the pathetic, fixated affection the Prisoner develops for his sur-
 rounds, for the very limitations with which he lives. The verses
 describing the little island he can see from his window, with their
 blank repetition and cadenced obsessiveness, perhaps helped suggest
 to another poet the emotional ambience of the Lady of Shalott, in her

 own related predicament:

 And o'er it blew the mountain breeze,

 And by it there were waters flowing

 And on it there were young flowers growing,

 Of gentle breath and hue. (lines 347-50)

 A final touch is the parody of power embodied by the Prisoner's
 dominion over the mice and spiders in his cell. This relationship is a
 pointed reminder both of the Prisoner's real lack of power, and of the

 existence of the tyranny that has so reduced him.

 And I, monarch of each race

 Had power to kill-yet, strange to tell!

 In quiet we had learn'd to dwell. (lines 386-88)

 It is possible to take this abstention as a demonstration of the
 Prisoner's conquering moral superiority to his model and oppressor
 -the equivalent in miniature of Prometheus's withdrawal of his curse
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 in Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. The scale itself may ironize such a
 hopeful outcome, however, and it is also possible to wonder if it
 wouldn't really have been better for the Prisoner to have squashed his

 cellmates-after all, death is a boon in this world. But the oppressor
 has robbed him of the capacity for even that small gesture of human
 rage, leaving him a pathetic sort of third-rate St. Francis and con-
 demning him to a subhuman persistence in life, dwelling on equal
 terms with vermin.

 The last 1o50 lines of the poem are relentless, in fact, in their
 demonstration that every aspect of the Prisoner's state of mind is a
 result of what other human beings have done to him. Nature is not
 really being cruel to him, tormenting him with birds and fish: it is the

 oppressor who does that. It may be argued, as William H. Marshall
 persuasively does, that the Prisoner's own descriptions of his condi-
 tion are ironized, in that we are to understand how prison has affected

 his grasp of reality, but this irony does not extend to the project of
 presenting that effect.9 The Prisoner's responses are symptoms, and
 the symptoms are evidence in a larger argument with the Other, part

 of a rhetoric. The narrative of the Prisoner's acceptance of his oppres-
 sion is another, more subtle and more powerful Promethean cry
 against the oppressor. You see what you have done to him-us-me,
 how we suffer, how unjust it is!

 "The Prisoner of Chillon" thus both dramatizes and participates in
 the kind of response to the power of the model which corresponds,
 in the inadequate terminology of psychoanalysis, to masochism.10 But

 then "Prometheus" hardly proclaims a sadistic triumph, even if it
 indulges in imagining a trembling, remorseful Zeus. Both poems
 depict, finally, triumphs of the absorption of aggression, victories
 through defeat. This is one of the two basic responses to the power of

 the model available within internal mediation, and it is the response
 that Byron often favors in the early part of his career. Although, like

 9. The Structure of Byron's Major Poems (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1962), pp.

 82-96. The present argument would only disagree that the poem has "no meaningful political theme" (p.
 82); oppression and its results provide the master themes of Romantic and Post-Romantic politics.

 Io. For a fuller discussion of how this and other Freudian terms may be employed in mimetic theory,

 see Girard on "Interdividual Psychology" in Part III of Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World.

 Also useful for the overall development of a mimetic psychology is Eugene Webb's The Self Between:
 From Freud to the New Social Psychology of France (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993).
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 most subjects governed by internal mediation, he is quite capable of
 switching polarities, alternating between two strategies of desire that

 are really mirrors of each other.

 It might be objected that "The Prisoner of Chillon" does not por-
 tray any kind of triumph. Is there no real power and no real defeat?
 Do other human beings not, in fact, inflict pain and humiliation, do
 they not destroy the identities or self-respect of their victims? Would

 not most prisoners prefer not to be in prison and does not art bear
 genuine witness to this reality?

 It is an important question, especially given the steadily growing
 predominance of artistic representations of oppression since Byron's
 time. The poems under consideration are early and eloquent models
 of a significant new form, a form that can no longer be called
 "tragedy" in any strict sense or be given pre-Romantic or Aristotelian
 explanations. Readings of such Romantic and post-Romantic works
 from the perspective of a theory of mimetic desire must explain how

 they work in terms of the reciprocal relations that theory implies are

 fundamental to all representation.

 To begin, one might reply that by contrast with physical pain
 (experienced by mice and perhaps spiders as well as people), defeat
 and victory, humiliation and triumph, are purely human, and there-
 fore "cultural," or relational. They are functions of the interplay of
 desires, and no subject experiences them in absolute isolation: that is,
 they are inextricable from the subject's desiring imagination of some-
 one else's responses, someone else's desires, perhaps those of one
 other person, perhaps of many or "all" other people. Every explana-
 tion or expression of feelings, every cry of despair or triumph, is thus
 made for and in response to an audience, imagined or present. This
 is true of poems, but it is also true of the human communication
 poems like "The Prisoner of Chillon" depict. There may be invol-
 untary vocalizations in response to pain, but there is no perfectly
 spontaneous speech any more than there is spontaneous, unmediated
 desire. Do you see how I suffer? Do you see how happy I am, because
 of, or despite you? Do you see how all of you ignore me, forget me?
 Does my joy or suffering not make you feel guilty, or envious? Do
 these tears of mine, or this fortitude, or this contempt, not show you
 that I feel more, or less, than you do? Do you not want to imitate my
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 feelings? Even, does this death of mine, at your hands, or at my own,

 not make you feel anything?

 Judges, psychiatrists and officials on refugee boards must attempt to
 distinguish between material and "merely" verbal manifestations of
 oppression. The conviction of those testifying that they have been
 oppressed is insufficient, as there is no reliable way to measure the
 point where the imagined projections of desire upon a model antici-
 pate or deviate entirely from the actual responses of that person or
 persons, short of corroborative investigation in the real world.
 Fortunately, for readers of poems there is no such difficulty, no need

 to determine "genuine" oppression or suffering. One need only
 assume, from the fact of the existence of the poem, that there has
 been pleasure, derived from representation itself if from nothing else,
 which is to say, from the imagined satisfaction of desire. This being
 so, mimetic theory does not suspend questioning about what might
 be called the rhetoric of desire when Romantic works portray oppres-

 sion or suffering or injustice. What effects are at work for speakers
 and hearers within the fiction? What effects does the fiction itself

 aspire to with regard to its audience-and what does it actually
 achieve? What is any putative witnessing of oppression for? What are
 the sources of aesthetic pleasure?

 "The Prisoner of Chillon" is not tragic, in that it does not demon-
 strate the perils of centrality, and thus does not need to deliver the
 relief, the escape from the anticipated violence of resentment that the
 tragic audience experiences in their combined identification with
 and alienation from the hero. Hubris, in this view of the genre, is the

 hero's enviable assumption of centrality itself, and nemesis its punish-

 ment by those whose imitative desire has arranged them around the
 periphery of the stage, or, more broadly, the "scene of representa-
 tion." "What terrifies us" in the action of classical tragedy, writes Eric

 Gans, "is that resentment-our own resentment-has succeeded."'1
 Central through his oppression, but only pitiable, Bonnivard's loneli-
 ness is closer to enviable than to frightening. The audience does not
 oppress Bonnivard with their resentment of him, because it is clear

 I 1. Eric Lawrence Gans, Originary Thinking: Elements of Generative Anthropology (Stanford: Stanford

 University Press, 1993), p. 14o. My argument here owes much to Gans's section on the genre, and to
 his tenth chapter on the Romantic Aesthetic.
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 that someone else does this, an other, an external oppressor the
 resentment of whom the audience can now share with the victim, or

 feel on his behalf. Thus there is no tragic fear at our own potential
 violence: we would never oppress Bonnivard, any more than we
 would chain up the generous Prometheus. There is no ghost of
 ancient human sacrifice lingering in this drama-at least by its own
 account. There is no structure of the many against the one. The one
 has all the power, and is oppressing the many.12

 Pity without fear, or guilt. The poem "moves" its readers-as they
 have frequently enough attested-but what are the sources of this
 effect? The Prisoner's loneliness evokes a feeling of tenderness, of
 sympathy-"very sweet and touching" in the words of an early
 reviewerl3-perhaps connected with certain delights in imagined
 enclosure, the safety or even the "mysterious joy"14 of imprisonment.

 But these feelings also partake of the moral pleasures of loneliness and
 rejection. Abandonment and victimhood are rewarded, as they often
 are in relations beyond the poem, with a feeling of justification, of
 righteousness, even of exaltation. Such sentiments are always relative
 to imagined others: one is justified to or against someone else, exalted
 over someone else. In "Prometheus," man's "sad unallied existence"

 -his loneliness in a world supposedly shared only with a hostile
 God-leads directly to his recompense and victory. This is the theme
 of another Byronic prison poem of this period, "The Lament of
 Tasso," which ends with Tasso's triumphant vision of his own lonely
 cell as the object of future pilgrimages, a "consecrated spot" (line
 240), a recompense in strong contrast to the unjust and "crumbling"

 12. It need hardly be said that this is the premise ofscapegoating, always. It is a phenomenon that has

 assuredly not disappeared with the advent of Romantic, or for that matter politically correct postmod-
 ern culture.

 13. The Edinburgh Review, December 1816, in Donald H. Reiman, ed., The Romantics Reviewed:
 Contemporary Reviews of British Romantic Writers (New York: Garland, 1972), B, II, 878.

 14. Victor Bromberg translates Hugo von Hoffmansthal. "The Happy Prison: a Recurring Romantic

 Metaphor," in Romanticism: Vistas, Instances, Continuities, ed. David Thorburn and Geoffrey Hartman

 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1973), p. 67. Bromberg's discussion of the "Happy Prison" in

 Romantic and other literature is germane here, and is also cited by Vincent Newey. "Byron's Prisoner
 of Chillon: The Poetry of Being and the Poetry of Belief," Keats-Shelley Memorial Bulletin, 35 (1984),

 54-70 (56). Neither, however, deals with the possibility of a feeling of pleasure or paradoxical liberation

 experienced by the reader while contemplating a genuinely suffering prisoner. I would question
 Bromberg's view that twentieth-century history has outmoded any such enjoyment. Perhaps it ought
 to have done.
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 (lines 224) pleasures of his currently happy captors. The prison, the
 "Sonnet on Chillon" similarly proclaims, is a "holy place." It is only
 when one is not feeling holy, as another poet has it, that one's lone-

 liness says one has sinned.'s Instead, in these poems, readerly identi-
 fication with the central figures-in "Prometheus" this identification

 is explicitly urged-bestows the feeling ofsacrality, of centrality, upon
 the audience itself, at least initially, or at the most obvious level.
 Without fear, identification predominates, and sinlessness seems
 within reach. Martyrdom is represented not in order to rebuke the
 scapegoater within, to lay bare our frightening, rivalrous violence, but

 for the purposes of imitation, to share the benefits of its centrality.

 That such sharing is possible, again, is both poems' mystery and
 article of faith, the thing of wonder inviting admiration. It is indeed

 wonderful and hopeful to contemplate a world in which generosity,
 altruism and sympathy can at last truly exist, in and through alliance
 against oppression. Prometheus is himself symbol and evidence of
 this, but in "The Prisoner of Chillon" the presence of such sympathy
 within the reader's own breast is what that reader is most invited to

 admire. As Bonnivard is to the spiders, so are we to whomever is
 within our own power, in common contrast to the murderous
 "Sovereign[s]"'6 of this world. Such pleasures of indignation are also
 connected to our pride in solving the little puzzle of Bonnivard's atti-

 tudes and recognizing how oppression works, the way it even causes
 its victims to love despair, and embrace their own chains. We can see
 what the poor Prisoner himself cannot-in his place we would be
 conscious victims. Thus, even as we identify with his position, we rise
 above all envy, all rivalry with him. We rise above desire: we desire
 nothing but his well-being.

 The poet has shown us all this, made it possible. But is it not a slip-
 pery aesthetic bargain? Once again the dignity, the restraint of"The
 Prisoner of Chillon" are notable. The poet cannot be seen partici-
 pating in the feelings of his readers, and this in itself once again speaks

 to the poet's superiority, his even greater absence of betrayed desire,
 his even greater altruism. His silence is the silence of Prometheus. But

 this very silence, along with certain other indications (including the

 IS5. Leonard Cohen, "Sisters of Mercy," Songs of Leonard Cohen, Columbia, 1967.
 16. From line 390 in McGann's edition, part of a couplet often omitted. See McGann's note.
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 first person point of view) associates him with a centrality that is both

 supposedly undesirable, and yet clearly desired. And he has made us
 feel these things-he is the Prisoner's truest benefactor. Is the poet
 not there before his readers, quietly usurping the place he seemingly
 offers them, keeping for himself, again, a defiant, dignified and silent

 victimhood, a superior capacity for kindness and imaginative empathy?

 We return, then, to the question with which we began. Is his
 grandson's accusation fair? Is Byron continuing his domination of his
 audience by other means? But perhaps fairness has nothing to do with
 it. A poem, from conception through reception, is an event, involv-
 ing numbers of people, and needs first to be described. How do his
 readers respond?17 Certainly, considerable critical appreciation is
 expressed, indicating that Byron has successfully engaged many read-
 ers' desires. Josiah Conder cites the "exquisite delicacy and pathos"
 of "The Prisoner" and notes how different it is from the poet's ear-
 lier vein.'8 (The same reviewer will have no patience, a few months
 later, for the imperious individualism ofManfred.19) Many readers are
 apparently transfixed by the continued spectacle of suffering they
 associate with Byron, and see "The Prisoner" as an extension of his
 narrative of "griefs," the reality of which, Francis Jeffrey feels, it
 would be an "offense" to doubt.20 Sir Walter Scott, however, is some-

 what more resistant. From his discussion of a poem he found "more
 powerful than pleasing," he is drawn on to note that despite-he does
 not quite say because of-Byron's indifference to it, "the world has
 loved him . .. as well as it is capable of loving anyone." Why is he
 unhappy? "He does injustice to the world, if he imagines he has left
 it exclusively filled with those who rejoice in his sufferings."21 Al-
 though Scott sees that the overt object of the poem is to analyze and
 dramatize the effects of imprisonment, he also immediately places
 that project in the context of Byron's own dialogue, or struggle, with

 "the world," and objects to the light in which Byron's poetry is plac-
 17. The event, of course, is not over, and should not seem to have ended with the initial reception

 in 1816 or thereabouts. But practicality dictates a sharp focus here.

 18. Eclectic Review, March 1817, in The Romantics Reviewed, B, I, 745.

 19. "He professes to have 'no sympathy with breathing flesh' and breathing flesh can therefore have
 little sympathy for him" (The Romantics Reviewed, B, I, 749).

 20. Edinburgh Review, December 1816, in The Romantics Reviewed, B, II, 880.

 21. Scott's long piece also discusses Childe Harold III: Quarterly Review, October 1816, in The Romantics
 Reviewed, B, Iv, 2044-46.
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 ing his audience. He objects, that is, to being the target of what the
 "future ages" he invokes will call passive aggression, even if he does
 so as a sympathizer and friend. Others, who are neither, are less gentle.

 There is, overall, a mixture of admiration and suspicion in the
 responses of readers even to poems that many can see are markedly
 free of direct attacks on their desires. They are unable, in many cases,

 to separate the author of such poems as "Prometheus" from the figure

 who has been tyrannously fascinating them as Childe Harold or
 Conrad. This, of course, is a situation Byron has created himself, a
 pattern of expectation, or method of reading, he has had a large hand

 in forming. As a result, although he still does attract many readers,
 they are unable to participate entirely unhindered in the aesthetic
 pleasures associated with portrayals of unjust suffering or noble
 defiance. Ultimately, the sources of their disquiet are not all to be
 found in the specific texts to which they respond. Or that disquiet,
 that rivalry, can be triggered by very subtle signals within those texts,
 to which only veterans of the dialogue will be sensitive.

 But it is not merely that Byron has created this situation. Such
 unmediated readerly participation is probably no longer possible. The
 poet, perhaps consciously, may have done the best he could to remove
 himself as a rival, in order to demonstrate the unmitigated generosity
 which is his ostensible theme. But the poems themselves, if by that
 phrase we understand events involving text, poet and readers, suggest
 a post-ritual world in which the sacred center is permanently up for
 grabs and will never again be uncontested. Altruism, which was the
 deferral of desire in favor of that sacred center, in favor of a God who

 is above all desire, is no longer possible in that sense. God has become
 the selfish denier of others' desires, the greedy obstacle; Prometheus
 is God's rival, and readers and poets alike crowd willingly into the
 Prisoner of Chillon's cell, elbowing and jostling. Altruism is now an
 attribute of the sacred center that many can aspire to, imitate, and
 struggle over, as "centers" proliferate and compete. Alliances can in-
 deed form, and do-between poets and readers, victims and sympa-
 thizers, even between oppressors and victims-but they are always
 unstable at bottom, because centrality is something that, in the end,
 can be dispersed but not shared. Readers begin to notice that, how-
 ever noble or beneficial to the world the sentiments of generosity
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 expressed in the poem, an impression of the poet's individually gen-
 erous nature is an inevitable byproduct.22 And how generous then is

 the poet? Sympathizers begin to compete with sympathizers.
 Byron's 1816 poetry doubtless emerges out of a new stage in his

 understanding of a changing culture, much of which he may have
 gained by watching the response to his earlier poetry, and of course,
 through the experience of his own celebrity and social vicissitudes.
 In particular, and not surprisingly, he seems to be responding to a
 heightened sense of his world's constitution of centrality, the way
 audiences and poets, or celebrities, now interact with each other.
 Grave and consciously impersonal poems like "Prometheus" and
 "The Prisoner of Chillon" represent one sort of response to this
 understanding-an attempt to clarify and purify the claims of vic-
 timhood and assert the selfless human generosity that alone could sus-

 tain such claims-but it is not the only sort. While he may have left

 callow projections like the early Childe Harold behind, in I816 he
 will also create Manfred, the most superbly self-vaunting and
 defiantly rivalrous victim-hero in his repertoire. And, although he
 will begin to probe the murkier aspects of the impulse to martyrdom

 in private poems like the "Epistle to Augusta" and in some sections
 of Manfred and Cain, he does not yet seriously undercut the power of
 victimary centrality, or question the processes by which it is gener-
 ated. It can be said, however, that the grounds for future discover-
 ies-by himself and others-are being laid out in the poetry of this
 period, with its intense focus on this crucial theme, this central
 dynamic both of his own time and of times to come.

 University of British Columbia

 22. Compare Gans on the fate of the "first generation" of Romantics: "It [was] naive to suppose that

 the emanation of language from the periphery [could] take place without the conversion of its place of

 emission into a new center." Originary Thinking, p. I69.
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